The 5 BIG
Questions…
Will there be any pain?

No. Simply asking your dentist about SmileFast is the
first step to transforming your smile and you’ll then be
one step closer to the rewards that a confident new smile
can bring.
Your dentist will discuss with you all the options that
could improve your smile, and along with the SmileFast
information videos, you’ll be able to make the best choice
that will give you the smile you have always dreamed of,
which will suit both your timeframe and your pocket.

But I’m a bit nervous of seeing
dentists?

Don’t worry. During the initial consultation for SmileFast
your dentist doesn’t even need to do anything to your
teeth. All that will happen will be that they just take a
look and record some photos and an impression of
your mouth. The SmileFast Design stage of planning is
completed for you, so that you can get an idea of the
options available to you and the different directions you

How do I start my
SmileFast journey?
The first step to all SmileFast treatments is to visit a
SmileFast dentist and begin the SmileFast Design stage
of planning to find out if you are suitable for smile
enhancement of your teeth.
With only a few photos and either an impression or a
digital scan of your teeth, you will be able to see what
your new smile may look like with the
SmileFast augmented SmilePhoto. This SmilePhoto
shows your full-face with a beautiful proposed new
smile and will be sent to your dentist via email
within 72 hours of your consultation.
It’s so amazing to see the difference that this can make.

How much will it cost?
Every dentist has slightly different prices and it does
depend on the options you choose. Prices for the
SmileFast Direct instant smile make-over for instance,
which can be completed in only 60-minutes, can start
from only £1400 for simple cases. Just imagine the
transformation in your confidence after a smile makeover that can be completed in your lunch break.

may take to achieve the smile of your dreams.

I’m not sure if it’s for me, I feel
a bit embarrassed?

Everyone deserves the happiness a beautiful smile can
bring, but we realise that lots of people have had negative
past dental experiences that may have prevented them
from reaching the best care they were entitled too. This
is where SmileFast helps; we are here to support you and
guide you through the choices to achieving the smile
you knew you always deserved. We make it as pain-free,
stress-free and as enjoyable as possible.

„

Smile again?
Bring back your Happiness,
Beauty & Confidence
with SmileFast Smiles.

I really thought I was too old to have a beautiful
smile again but SmileFast was able to help me.
I‘m so happy now and can‘t stop smiling with
confidence every single day“
Christine, Essex
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Do you want to
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SmileFast is a revolutionary new
concept in providing you the
affordable smile of your dreams.
Are you embarrassed when you smile?
Are your teeth causing you sadness?
Do you feel you deserve the confidence
that a new smile brings?

SmileFast has the smile solution
answers you’ve been searching for.
The SmileFast team realised that most people want a
beautiful smile, but we found that often the dentists they
were seeing weren’t offering them all the options for a
solution. This meant that thousands of people were
never achieving the smile they always dreamed of. This
upset the whole family at SmileFast as we know how a
new smile can drastically affect your smile confidence
and significantly improve your quality of life. A beautiful
smile shouldn’t just be for the rich and famous, it should
be for everyone.

SmileFast is here to help.
Perfect smiles are different for everyone, so here
at SmileFast we help plan what may be the best
option for you. To achieve your ideal smile you
may sometimes need your teeth straightened with
tooth alignment systems. In some instances you
may need enhancement of your smile with white
filling (called composite resin), and sometimes
you may want or need the qualities achieved from
dental ceramics such as crowns or veneers.
What was once an overwhelming and complicated
procedure, has been simplified by the SmileFast
family to help you achieve the smile of your dreams
with as little worry and stress as possible. You are
only one step away from the huge confidence
benefits that a new smile can bring; don’t delay,
book your SmileFast consultation today.

How does
SmileFast work?
There may be many possibilities to give you the
smile of your dreams and so SmileFast helps
you choose which option is best for you.
An affordable and beautiful smile can be a reality
using one of four methods:			
1. Simply whiten your teeth with a gentle
tooth-whitening process
2. Straighten your teeth with various tooth
alignment systems
3. Enhance your teeth using a naturallooking dental white filling material called
composite
4. Cover your teeth with strong and attractive
dental ceramic material called veneers

We knew we could help, so we put our heads together
and designed a quick and cost-effective process to help
you on your journey to improved smile confidence.

Beautiful smile transformation with
SmileFast Align, the fast tooth-straightening system

Instant confidence with
SmileFast Direct Smile Makeover in under an hour
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Another Perfect Smile completed in only
60-minutes with the revolutionary
SmileFast Direct Smile Makeover system
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